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 Protégé Partnering Facilitators 
PROPOSED – the path to becoming an IPI Certified Professional Neutral Partnering Facilitator 
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E Objectives for Protégé Partnering Facilitators 
To develop a broader pool of professional construction partnering facilitators 
who are trained in and are familiar with IPI’s Collaborative Partnering Standards 
of practice.  Protégé practitioners will be selected by firms with a Master-Level 
(MIPI) practitioner who is able to teach the protégé how to effectively Facilitate 
Construction Partnering workshops. 

Partnering Facilitation is a Multi-Discipline Process 
Facilitation firms with a Master Level (MIPI) Certified practitioner will 
ultimately have control over hiring and training new staff.  International 
Partnering Institute recommends that Protégé Partnering Facilitators are familiar 
with the following disciplines (please see the detailed IPI Professional Facilitator 
Competencies attached for a full explanation of each competency listed on pages 
2-3: 
 Construction Industry Knowledge

o Recommended 3 years of experience in construction industry (preferably 5

or more years in a leadership role)

 Facilitation experience
o Ideal Protégés will already be experienced at serving the role as meeting 

facilitator.  IPI recommends that the protégé has completed at least 25 
sessions where they must help diverse teams co-create goals and objectives. 
A CPF Certification from the International Association of Facilitators 
would satisfy this requirement).

 Training and Training Design
o Training and/or coaching experience is very beneficial

 Conflict Resolution and Negotiation
o Ideal Protégés will already be certified with a 40-hour mediation 

certification and will be comfortable with using non-adversarial methods 
for negotiation

 Strategy
o Protégé is comfortable dealing with complex projects and teams with

diverse interest and definitions of success

 Organizational Development
o Protégé understands organizational cultures and how to manage them

The Mentor/Protégé Approach – how do you join a Firm? 
IPI cannot ensure that you will be hired or taken-on by a Professional 
Facilitation Firm with an MIPI Certified Facilitator.  We will collect your 
resume or CV and will share it with all MIPI Firms who are seeking to train 
Protégé Facilitators.   

Confirmation of the MIPI Facilitator Mentoring Process 
It is essential that the MIPI Certified Facilitator Mentors train Protégé Partnering 
Facilitators in the IPI Collaborative Partnering Model.  Mentor Facilitators must 
have a Training Course reviewed and verified by the IPI Facilitator Board of 
Review.  The Training Course must include a structured approach to partnering, 
a monthly evaluation or Scorecard evaluation tool, and must be intended to 
develop Protégé Partnering Facilitators into Certified Professional Facilitators. 

Recommended 
Criteria for Protégé  

Partnering Facilitators 

 Construction Industry 
Knowledge
At least 3 years working in
the industry – preferably 5
years in a leadership or
management role

 Facilitation Experience
Completed at least 25
sessions as a Facilitator or
holds a Certification

 Training and Training
Design
Training, Teaching, or
Coaching experience has
proven beneficial

 Conflict Resolution and
Negotiation
Mediation Certification,
education, or other
experience in non-
adversarial negotiation

 Strategy
Comfort with complex
projects and interdependent
teams with various interests

 Organizational
Development
Understanding of
organizational cultures and
management of them
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IPI Professional Facilitator Competencies 

Facilitation is a Multi-Discipline Process… 
So select your Firm’s Facilitator Protégés based on those Disciplines 

Construction Partnering Facilitation encompasses many different professional disciplines.  A partnering 
facilitator with background, experience and training in all six of these areas (Construction industry 
knowledge, Facilitation, Training and Training Design, Conflict Resolution, Strategy, and Organizational 
Development) will make for a stronger Facilitator Protégé.  IPI recommends that project teams select 
professional neutral facilitators along these lines, and further recommends that Facilitator Firms seeking 
to train Facilitator Protégés use similar criteria.  

For more information, please contact IPI (925) 447-9100. 

Construction Industry Knowledge 

Having a background in design and construction is important.  A Facilitator without this background is not equipped 
to understand the construction process, industry problems and trends, traditional relationships, and the myriad of 
processes that surround every project.  A Facilitator Protégé: 

 Has industry experience and is able to maintain distance from the project.  Former contractors, architects,
engineers, or individuals who have worked for owners for many years are industry-knowledgeable, but
possesses biases (sometimes unknowingly) if they have participated in only one facet of the industry.
Facilitators ideally have played more than one role on projects and understand the roles of all the key
players.  Perhaps most importantly, they need to have a reputation for fairness in the industry.

 Understands when “too much” insider knowledge can cause problems.  Historically, Facilitators with too
much knowledge have created problems by arguing for how a project “should” be done rather than letting
the team create it.

IPI Protégé Partnering Facilitator recommendation: 3 years minimum experience in construction industry. Ideally 
this individual has served as a manager/senior manager in a professional environment for at least 5 years. 

Facilitation 

A good facilitator is someone who is skilled at drawing people out, allowing the group to explore issues in a creative 
fashion, and who, by the end of the session, has empowered the group to pursue its own goals, commitments through 
open, honest communication.  A Facilitator Protégé: 

 Sets the climate for the group’s interactions and is a leader who people want to follow.
 Exerts control to keep the group on track, while allowing the group to evolve and develop into an

independent unit.
 Is willing to step back and not overly control the process – teams often rebel against a facilitator if they are

overly directive or become involved in how to build the job, rather than how to establish collaborative
norms.

 Recognizes that facilitation is an art – the group cannot be overly reliant on the facilitator once they leave
the room, or commitments are lost. However, a great facilitator will also know when to intervene if the
group is struggling.

IPI Protégé Partnering Facilitator recommendation: IPI Protégé Professional Facilitators will have lead at least 25 
individual meetings as a group leader designing an agenda or facilitating a group meeting, and steering a diverse 
team towards co-creating goals and objectives (either in construction or in another industry). 

Training and Training Design 

A Facilitator is responsible for designing the process each partnering team will go through.  Understanding the 
process of training and how to design training that meets specific objectives is an important skill your facilitator 
must have. A Facilitator Protégé:

 Understands that the basic purpose of training is to help build required skills
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 Will be able to predict or unearth what issues will arise for a particular team and is able to identify and
develop what training the team must go through to understand and overcome those issues.
*Note – A Cookie-cutter approach to partnering design often shows that the facilitator lacks a basic
understanding of training and design.

IPI Protégé Partnering Facilitator recommendation: Experience with training development, teaching and/or 
coaching teams is often desirable for candidates. 

Conflict Resolution and Negotiation 

Partnering has evolved out of a desire to eliminate disputes in the construction industry.  Partnering provides the process for 
avoiding disputes – and if you have an issue arise, establishes a philosophy of open, honest discussion which results in early 
resolution.  Thus it is important for the facilitator to have a background in negotiation and mediation, and understand what it is 
to act as a neutral party for a group in conflict.  Often groups are already in conflict when they call the partnering session, the 
facilitator must know how to mediate this conflict first, so the team can get back on track.  A Facilitator Protégé:   

 Is an experienced negotiator and mediator
 Possesses a deep understanding of neutrality and the role of a “third-party” in conflict resolution
 Is able to identify and address power-imbalances as they come up during a live session and also between sessions for

project teams.

IPI Protégé Partnering Facilitator recommendation: Ideally a candidate will have a Masters in Alternative Dispute 
Resolution or Negotiation, and/or is an experienced mediator with 20 or more negotiated settlements.  Other recommended 
competencies include the 40-hour state Mediator Certification or training in Alternative Dispute Resolution, Ombuds, or other 
professional neutral training (with 10 mediations preferred). 

Strategy 

Partnering is a forum for connecting the many people and organizations involved in a design and construction project.  
Together in a session the facilitator will help the team create the best strategy for working together to build the project.  A 
Facilitator Protégé: 

 Steers the team to co-create goals and objectives reflecting the mission of the project.
 Develops a common vision and methodology for building the best project possible.

IPI Protégé Partnering Facilitator recommendation: Strong candidates will be comfortable managing and leading a project 
team so they feel driven towards a set of objectives.  They will be able to set goals that motivate a team to resolve issues and 
maintaining a productive work environment. 

Organizational Development 

Many different organizations come together on a project.  Each organization comes with culture, norms, rules, regulations and 
a way of doing things.  A Facilitator Protégé: 

 Will not be overwhelmed by this diversity and will be able to identify key “golden threads,” common norms, and 
lines of communication for working together if they are skilled in Organizational Development.

IPI Protégé Partnering Facilitator recommendation: Candidates will need to be able to identify unique organizational 
cultures and separate systemic issues from individual issues within a project team.  They will also need to assist team members 
if they are struggling with adapting the “project first” attitude adopted by highly functional project teams. 

Summary 

In order to ensure that your firm will continue to have outstanding outcomes on your projects, it is 
essential to identify an individual who possesses all or most of these listed competencies.  For more 
information, or access to a list of qualified and certified professional neutral facilitators, please contact 
IPI (925) 447-9100 or visit www.partneringinstitute.org. 
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